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IlJDODD'C!IOI 
Beed .!:!! J",stlflcation ~ ~ .! Stud{ !! ~ 
Vocational agriculture had its birth in Utah rural hign schools in 
the spring ot 1918. It 1s a program for training prese~t and. future 
farmers for profic1enc7 in agriculture. The instruc tion in. tTtaJ:1 t as in 
most states, has been devoted to the training of all-dq (high school) 
students • 
. Since 1918 cODsiderab17 over one million dollars of federal, state 
and looal funds have been expende~ for all-a., instruction in vocational 
agriculture in Utah. The primary obj e~tiT8 of the program is to train 
these bOT. to _~ecome farmers or farm leaders. From time to time the 
following questions'have been asked: Do all-~ students ever become 
farmers? (If 80, are th8,f the poorer students of the high sChool? 
What percentage of former all-~ students are remaining in rural com.-
munities' What pe~cent of all-~ students go to college' 
!hese and. n~erous other questions have been asked·:by taxpqers, 
school p~trons. high school principals, county school superintendents. 
agrlcU.1tural leaders, and others who are concerned with the education 
of farm f,outh. !he state director of agricultural education and the 
teacher~ ~f vocational agriculture in the various districts in Utah 
have answered these questions as intelligently as possible with the 
information available. Their answers were necessarll7 very subjective 
and baaed on persQnal opinion. 
!he state director of agricultural education and m8l17 of the 
teachers of voc~t1onal agriculture sensed the need of an objective 
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stu~ concerning former students. !he vocational agricultural program 
had been in existence for more than 20 years, and no check up had been 
made in this regard. As far as the state as a whole was concerned, the 
program was like a clock without handsj it was running, but no one knew 
the time in terms of results as the.y were related to the objectives of 
the program. 
Intelligent Administration of Vocational Agriculture Program 
Depen4en:t 2!. Results !!!. Such a Study 
Vocational agricultural teachers for m~ years have expressed the 
opinion that better guidance was needed in the matter of registerillg' 
students ~or a11-dq vocational agrieulture courses. It was recognized 
that there was some general educational value in a course of vocational 
agriculture for MOst student., but the vocational objectives wer~ not 
met UBless the enrollee was making preparation to farm, or preparing for 
an agricultural leadership position. With some school executives the 
Tocational objective was not seriously considered, and it was felt that 
a high percentage of all-dq students had been enrolled in vocational"" 
agriculture courses who could have profited more by spending their time 
elsewhere. 
It is recpgnized that local administrators have the right to spend 
local funds for education as "the7 choose; but when state and federal 
funds are allotted to local districts for specific Tocational purposes, 
it should be incumbent, upon local administrators to spend these funds 
for the definite purposes which theY' are appropri~ted, namely', to train 
j 
present and tutur.'farmera for proficiencY' in f~lng. !.hUB a study of 
the outcomes of th$ program in terms of its objec~lves should be helpful 
to Sdministrators in buildiag more purposeful programs in the future. 
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If the outcomes are not known, intelligent guidance in directing agri-
cultural students is impossible! 
More consi~ratioD. b7 wq of federal and state reimbursement mq 
10gical17 be made to a local. program of vocational agriculture which:'.is 
" placing 80 p$rc8nt'of its ,enrollees in farming, as compared with one 
which places onl7 15 percent. 
,A state-wide stu~ of former all-d~ students of vocational 
agricul ture should motivate the establishment, of standards in terms of 
which local progr~. mSl' be evaluated. fhese state standards Dla7 be of 
value in determining the advisability of establishing new departments 
in areas where none exist at present. 
From all admi~istrative stan,dpoint the result of a stu~ for former 
all-clq students in vocational. agricultuee should be helpful to the 
state board of vocational education, the state director of agricultural 
education. local school administratQrs t and others concerned with the 
more intelligent building of a constructive and purposeful ~ogram of 
vocatiQnal agriculture in· the state. 
8i tuation !! .!!!.. State of Utah 
His,tory of Vocational wicul tur. MovemeJlt .2..!!:! State. The 
Smit~ughes Law was enacted by the United States Congress on February 
23. 1911. ~he U~eh Legislature accepted the terms of the law for Utah. 
and as a result 15 departments of vocational agriculture were begun 
in 1919. 
!he Smith-Hughes Act provides for the reimbursement of federal 
funds to the state· on a dollar for dollar matching basis to be used for 
instruction in ,.oc~tional agricul tura under the terms specified in the 
act. In 1919 the Utah Legislature apprQpriated funds, to be used for. 
matchiuspurposes for instruction in vocational education. Agriculture 
received its allotted share of these state funds. 
This state gppropriation was not continued after the biennium. for 
which the appropriation was made, until the 1937 Utah Legislature ap-
propriated $100,000.00 ·for vocational education to be used ~ing th~ 
biennium beginning Jull' 1, 1931. !he 1939 Utah Legi slature made a 
similar appropriation for the biennium commencing July, 1939. Vocational 
agriculture received its sh~e of this appropriation which was allotted 
to districts in accordance with law. 
!he federal funds for reimb~sing. local school districts for 
instruction in vocational agriculture have been received under the 
terms of four national acts. The Smith-lUghes appropriation whiCh 
began in 1917 is a continuing appropriation and at present amounts to 
$13.466.11 annually. 
Federal Georg&JReed tunds were made to agriculture for the years 
1931-1934 and George-Bllzy funds .were·available from 1935-37. ~he 
Georg~eed funds for vocational agricul,ure in Utah varied in amounts 
from $2, 383.47 to $2,833.50 annually, and the George-Ellzy funds were 
, , 
in the amount of $5,000.00 annually. Beginning July, 1937 an. addi tiona! 
$20,000.00 per ye~ vas made available to Utah school districts through 
the passage of the George-Deen Act. These funds were provided to 
supplement the program set up under the terms of the Smith-Hughes Act. 
~he maJor part of the cost of the program in vocational agriculture 
is financed b,- t~local districts. In the fiscal year of 1938-39·10c&1 
distrtcts paid 60 percent of the cost of the vocational agriculture 
program; state funds ~unted to· 11 pe~cent. 'and fed~ra1 funds totaled 
29 percent.· .Local school districts have generall,- paid over 50 percent 
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of the cost of the program from the time of its inception. 
!he responsibility for the administration of vocational education 
in the state is vested in the state board of vocational education which 
has the same personnel as the state board of education. A director of 
vocational education is appointed by the state board and under his 
direction a state supervisor, now known as the "Director of Agricultural 
Education" supervises the program in agricul turaJ. education. Local 
vocational agricultural teachers are appointed by local boards of educa-
tion with the approval of the state director of agricultural education. 
This administrative setup has prevailed in the state since 1918. 
Three types of vocational agriculture programs are provided for 
under the terms of the Smith-Hughes Act; the all-day, part-time, and 
evening. Since 1918 an all-~ program has been conducted each y~ar in 
Utah. The all-day program is for farm boys who are regularly attending 
high school. The part-time program was started in 1925 when two courses 
with an enrollment of 24 students were conducted. Some part-time courses 
were held in the years which followed, but little impetus was given to 
this type of instruction until 1938, when 326 students were enrolled in 
14 courses. For the most part the part-time courses are for young men 
of post-high-school years, usually ranging in age from 18 to 25 years. 
Evening adult courses were begun in 1924 and with the excention of six 
years have been conducted in the state since that time. 
Number of BOlS Trained. Fifteen departments in the state started 
vocational agricult~al instruction for all-day students in the year 
1917-18 with an enrollment of 706 students. The growth of departments 
and of students in all-dq vocational agriculture courses has shown a 
rather steady increase since this time. !he yearly enrollments in these 
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all-~.courses(14} year by year, are as follows: 
Al1-da;v students 
1918 - - - - - - - - - - - 706 
1919 - - - - - - - - - - - 928 
1920 - - - - - - - - - - - 768 
1921 - - - - - - - - - - - 893 
1922 - - - - - - - - - - - 785 
1923 - - - - - - - - - ~ - 825 
1924 - - - - - - - - - - -1,097 
1925 - - - - - - - - - - -1,057 
1926 - - - - - - - - - - -1,134 
1927 - - - - - - - - - - -1,144 
1928 - - - - - - - - - - -1,370 
1929 - - - - - - - - - - -1,686 
1930 - - - - - - - - - - -1,865 
1931 - - - - - - - - - - -1,869 
1932 - - - - - - - - - - -2,147 
1933 - - - - - - - - - - -2,283 
1934 - - M - - - - - - - -2,271 
1935 ~ - - - - - - - - - -2,202 
1936 - - - - - - - - - - -2,513 
1937 - - - - - - - - - - -2,813 
1938 - - - - - - - - - - -3,132 
1939 - - - - - - - - - - -3.051 
TOTAL - - - - - - - - - 36,539 
The enrollment in each case is taken at the close of each fiscal 
year which ends June 30. The total enrollment of 36,539 does not .mean, 
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however, that this Man7 different boys received all-day agricultural 
instruction. Some of ~hese boys had four years of instruction, while 
others were enrolled only one year •. It is estimated that 'on an average 
the enrollment in agriculture was two years for each student. This ,would 
indicate that more than eighteen thousand boys have taken one or more 
years of vocational agriculture in all-d8\1 courses in Utah since 1918. 
At presen~ 46 rural high schools in the state offer all-day instruction 
on a federally reimbursable-basis. 
Placement. Utah 'teachers of vocational agriculture to date have 
given very little consideration to the matter of placement of all-day 
agricultural students afte~ they leave high school. In effect, the 
majority of these students are apprentices in farming while they are 
registered in vocational agriculture all-day courses •. Most of them 
live on farms, though many of them live in towns where they have limited 
supervised practice ·opportunities. 
!he matter of placement should receive more emphasis in the agri-
cultural program, and the results of this stu~ should prove of genuine 
worth as a basis for guidance ~n placement. This question of placement 
for former all-day students is of great importance in Utah because of 
the limited opportuni ties for acquiring farm land in the state. The 
percentage of farm tenancy in Utah is only 14 percent, as compared with 
the national average of 42 percent.(12) Farm land prices are highly 
inflated and the average size of Utah farms is small. All of these 
factors contribute to the serious problem of getting Utah farm boys 
successfully established as farmers. 
Literature in ~ Field. A number of studies have been made 
concerning former all-~ students of vocational agriculture. Following 
are some studies which have elements in common with the present stu~: 
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Samuai-'L8Roy Faust(5) made a study of former all-day pupils of 
vocational agriculture in the Eridgeton High School, New Jersey. Of 
the 271 students who had one or more years of instruction in agriculture, 
43.17 percent were in some form of agricultural occupation, 20.66 percent 
were in related occupations, and 36.13 percent were in occupations other 
than agriculture, thus indicating that a high percentage of former 
students were following agricultural occupations. 
The number of years of vocational agriculture attendance for the 
271 former students were as follows: 36.9 percent had only one year; 
24.35 percent had two years; 13.28 percent attended three years and 
,j 
25.46 percent had four years of agricultural instruction. T.hree out 
of every five students dropped from agricultural courses after two years. 
Henry Lloyd :Suckhardt(3) in a study of 1540 former al1-d~ students 
in Illinois found that 50.9 percent were engaged in some phase of' farming; 
17.8 percent were in non-agricultural occupat.ions; 16.4 percent were in 
non-~icu1tural colleges; g percent were attending agricultural colleges, 
and 6.9 percent were in occupations related to farming. Two out of every 
three of the former students are in agricultural occupations. 
A total of 1145 of these former students lived on farms while 
registered in vocational agriculture, and 395 lived in towns. 
The number of former students now farming, is 785. Of these, 
45. are owners; 65 are managers; 98 are renters; 214 are farm laborers, 
and 365 are partners. About 50 percent of the group is therefore now 
actually engaged in farming. 
The years of vocational agriculture attendance was as follows: 
31.6 percent had one year; 37.1 percent attended two years; 27.5' 
percent had three years, and 3.8 percent completed four years, indicating 
·a mortality of two out of every three students after the second year. 
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A total of 75.8 percent of the 1540 were. ~high school graduates, and 
23.4 percent went to college. Of those who went to college, 33 peroent 
went to agrioul tural colleges.' 
A higher percentage of the town boys graduated from high sChool 
and went to oollege than did the boys who lived on farms. In scholarship 
there was ver,r little difference between the farm boys and the town boys. 
Ward Powers Beard(2), in a survey of 1932 former a11-~ students 
in South Dakota, found that of the 11$4 farm boys included in the study, 
1001, or 86.25 percent, were farming; 3 percent were in related work. 
Of the 418 village boys in the stu~, only 14.8 percent were engaged in 
farming or in ocoupations ~elated to farming, indicating that the chances 
of farm boys' becoming farmers are six to one greater than those of the 
village boY'S. 
Ashly W. X~(g) made. a stu~ of 957 former all-day vooational 
agriculture students and 343 former high school students who had not 
taken vocational agriculture in the rural high schools of Virginia 
between the years of 1917 and 1925. He found that 43.8 percent of the 
former al1-~ students were engaged in farming; 13.9 percent were in 
related occupations, and 42.3 percent were i'n non-agricultural occupations. 
~e non-agricultural group rated as follows: 24.6 percent were farming; 
3.9 percent were in related occupations, and 71.5 percent were in 
occupations unrelated to agriculture. This study shows definitely 
that two agricultural students enter farming to everyone for the non-
agricul tura]. group. 
The percentage of former a11-~ students of vocational agriculture 
who vere in agricul tural occupations increase'd as the number of years of 
vocational agriculture attendance increase~ 
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Herbert Elmer Lattig(9) made a surve,yof former all-d~ vocational 
agricu1 ture students. in Idaho. This study was made in 1929 and was 
divided into two groups, with 820 boys who were enrolled in vocational 
agricul ture classes in 1922-23 in one group, and 519 boys who were in 
vocational agriculture classes in 1927-28 in the other group. 
The findings for the 1922-23 group revealed that 43.5 percent were 
farming; 4.9 percent were stu~ing agriculture in college; 10.4 percent 
were registered in college but -not in the school of agriculture; 2.7 
percent were in occupations related to agriculture; 32.7 percent were. 
in oacnpations unrelated to agriculture, and 5.8 percent were dead or 
unkno~ 
~he 1927-28 group divided itself in 1929 as follows: 49.1 per.cent 
were in farming occupations; 1.9 percent in occupations closely related 
to .farming; 4.8 percent in the college of agricu1~ure; 9.4 percent in 
college but not in agriculture; 10 percent were common laborers; 15.4 
percent were in other ocoupations, and 8.7 peroent were deceased. 
unknown or not reported. This 8tu~ indicated that there was a close 
correlation between the two groups with respect to those now in farming, 
and those now in college. 
Dr. Frank Waldo Lathrop. Research Specialist in Agricultural 
Education in the U. S. 'Office of Education, has placed special 
significance on such studies as the present one, and after reviewing 
the data; has made specifio constructive suggestions to the writer 
concerning this partioular'stu~ on three different ocoassions in the 
la.st two years. 
Differenoe ~~ Common Factors ~etween This ~ Other Studies. 
The present stu~, while similar in some re~pects to the five studies 
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above mentioned, is more comprehensive, covers a longer period than do 
other studies, includes a larger sampling, and contains some new factors. 
It takes 'into consideration school attendance, grades. kind and number 
of projects, and present residence, which the other studies mentioned 
have not included. 
!lb.is study has unique local and general. significance in that it 
is the first effort in Utah to survey the vocational status of former . 
all-~ students ot vocational agriculture. General interest is attached 
to this study in that so far as the author can determine it is the only 
study of its kind where the survey is on a state-side basis and where as 
much as 50 percent of all former all-d~ students in a state were surveyed. 
Another distinctive feature of the study is the time factor. Some students 
included in the study have been out of all-d8\V courses for 2l years. The 
extremely large sampling adds materially to the validity of the stu~. 
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PROELEM 
Statement of Problem 
The problem for the study is stated in the following terms: 
1. Survey of the present occupational status of 9,141 former all-
~ students of vocational agriculture in Utah. 
2. Relation of the following factors to the present occupational 
status: 
(a) High school attendance 
(b) Average grades of all high school subjects 
(0) "High school vocational agriculture attendance 
(d) Average grades in al1-d~ courses of vocational agriculture 
(e) College attendance in the school of agriculture 
(f) College attendance other than in the school of agriculture 
(g) T.he kind of productive enterprise projects completed 
(h) !he number of productive enterprise projects completed 
per student 
(i) The present residence 
Delimitation of Subject 
The study is llmitated to the tabulations for the state as a whole 
and for the 21-year period (1918-38, inclusive) as a whole. No effort 
is made in this study to compare the data submitted by the 35 high school 
agricultural departments one with another. 
~e original survey was made in four periods as follows: f~rst. 
a 5-year period from 1918-22; second, a 5-year period from 1923-27; 
third, a 5-year period from 1928-32; and fourth, a 6-year period from 
1933-38. 
The data for these four periods were tabulated for the state as 
a whole and form the basis for the present study. 
Definition ~ Statement £! Terms 
In terms of this stu~, present occupational status refers to 
the occupation in which the former all-dq student was engaged from 
Sept~ber to December 1935. 
An "owner and operator of a farm" is a person who is himself 
operating a farm which he owns in full or in part and for which he is 
acquiring or has acquired the title of ownership. 
The "man~er of a farm for another party-" is an individual who is 
hired to assume the managerial responsibility of operating a farm for 
.... 
. 
someone else. ..... . .... 
. 
. 
..... 
A "renter and operator of a farm" is one who rents for cash .er~ : :.~ 
..... . ... 
.. 
share and assumes the managerial or operative responsibility, or b~·t\": ..... 
..... -.. 
... .-
A "partner in the farm business at home" is one who is in acti~~ 
. .. . .-. 
. . . . 
partnership with his folks on the home farm. The partner in the far'l1·· .. • ••• 
business aw~ from home is one who has a partnership interest in a farm 
with someone other than his parents or folks, and on a farm other than 
the home farm. 
The -farm laborer, with specific wages at home" is a person who 
receives stipulated wages for working on. the home farm. The "far.m 
laborer with specific wages aw~ from home" is a person who receives 
definite wages for working on a farm of someone other than his folks 
on the home farm. 
"At home with definite or indefinite allowance" refers to those 
young men who are on the home farm working with a definite or indefinite 
understanding as to allowance for their work. They are not, however, 
paid specific' wages for their work. 
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tlOccupations related to farming" are those in which there is a 
direct or indirect tie~up with farming. These occupations include 
among others, the following: livestock buyers, stock-yard attendants, 
sheep herders, non-civil-service forest and so11 conservation workers, 
produce buyers, and fertilizer distributors. 
"Now 8tu~ing agriculture in collegell are those students who are 
at present registered in the schools of agriculture, agricultural econ-
omics, or forestry. 
"Professional agricultural workers" are those engaged in professio~ 
al agricultural services such as forestry, soil conservation. county. 
agricul tur al agents, vocational agricul tural teachers, . farm s ecuri ty , 
farm credit, veterinarians, college professors in the school of agriculture. 
and agricultural field men for commercial companies. 
"Occupations not related to farm1~n are those which have no direct 
or indirect relation to agriculture. 
"Professional" includes among others, the medical doctors. dentists, 
lawyers, teachers not in agricultural work, and public service employees. 
"Mechanics" is interpreted to apply to carpenters, electricians, 
plasterers, lathers, brick masons, auto mechanics, and others engaged in 
mechanioal .pursuits. 
"In business for themselves" includes those in such business as 
dry goods, hardware, grocery and others too numerous to mention. 
"Truck drivers, clerks, etc." concerns those who are driving a 
truck for someone else, clerks in stores, service station attendants, and 
other occupations of like status. 
"Common laborers" are those unspecialized laborers who work at 
common jobs of a diversified nature. Many of this group are W. P. A. 
workers. . 
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The "L. D. S. Missionaries". are those persons doing missionary 
work outside of Utah for the Church of Jesus Ohrist of Latter-Day Saints • 
. This mission is usuallY' of about 21 years duration, after which the 
missionar,r engages himself in some occupational pursuit. 
The grouping entitled "other", consists of those persons who could 
not be classified in any of the other occupational statuses. It is a 
miscellaneous group and includes among many others, C. O. C. enrollees. 
The group entitled n in college but not stu~ing agriculture" 
includes all students at present in college who are not registered in 
the schools of agriculture, agricultural economics and forestr,y. 
Wi th regard to high school attendance, II one year only" refers to 
those students who attended one year or a fraction of a year and then 
dropped from high school. "Two years only" indicates those who attended 
high school two years or one year and fraction and dropped out. "Three 
years only" refers to those students who attended high school three years, 
or two years and a fraction of the third, and then dropped from school. 
ttFour years" attendance is held herein to mean four full years or three· 
,-ears and a fraction of the fourth. !rile majority of these 4-year stu-
dents were graduates from high school. Some of these students, however, 
were not graduates. The average years in high school is a weighted 
average. 
Under the heading "average grades in all h'=gh school subjects", 
those listed under ".A." are the students whose average grade in all high 
school subjects was 90 percent or above. Likewise, a "E" grade represents 
SO percent to 89 percent. !he ·0" students ar-e those whose average grades 
in all high school subjects ranges between 70 and 79 percent. The "D" 
students have total grade averages between 60 and 69 percent. The "F" 
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students are those whose average grades in all high school subjects 
were 59 percent and below. The scholarship of all students was dete~­
mined on the above basis and the grades were listed in the respective 
columns. In recent years a number of high schools in Utah have given 
tI Sn and nU," grades. The nS", represents satisfactory work. and the "U" 
unsatisfactory work. All of the grades reported in these schools for 
former students were uSn grades. no "un grades being reported. 
In determining the average in percent. for grades in all high 
school subjects. the "An grades were weighted at 95. "13 t1 at S5. "e" at 
75. liD" at 65. and "],11 at 55. !he US" grades were not taken into con-
sideration in this determination because of the difficulty in arbitrarily 
selecting a figure to weight the rating properly. 
All-day vocational agricultural attendance was determined on the 
same basis as high school at.tendance an'd the average grades in a.ll-~ 
vocational agricultural courses was likewise arrived at on the same 
basis as were the average grades in all high school SUbjects. 
"Oollege attendance, school of agriculture. one year onlyll, refers 
to those students who attended one full year or at least two quarters 
and then dropped out. "Graduates" are those student's who are graduates 
wi th at least a bachelor's degree. The average years attended was 
determined on a weighted basis, and only those who attended college are 
taken into consideration in this determination. 
What applied in the section on "college attendance. school of 
agriculture" also ap~lies to the section on "college attendanceiotaer . 
than school of agriculture", in the matter of li'sting data and deter-
mining average years of attendance. 
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In the seotion under "kind of projeot", "livestock projeots" 
are the total number of 'all livestock projects completed. "Poultry 
projeots" are the total for all types of poultry projects compl-eted, 
and crop proj ects are the total for all types of crop and fruit proj ects 
completed. Under the column "total number of projects" is included the 
total for livestock, poultry and crop projects completed. T.he "average 
number of projects per student" is determined by dividing the total 
number of projects completed by the total persons in the occupational 
status. 
"Total number of projects carried by all-~ stUdents" has 
reference to the number of productive enterprise projects completed. 
Under the column "one or two projects l1 is listed the number of all-d81' 
students who completed only one or two projects while in high school. 
-"Three or four projects" includes those students who completed three or 
four product! ve enterprise proj ects, and "five or more proj ects" deno.tes 
those students who completed five or more productive enterprise projects 
while in high school. "No projects" indicates those, former all-~ 
students who are reported as not completing any productive enterprise 
projects. 
"Present residenoe in the high school area" refers to those former 
all-~ students who now live in the high school patronage area where 
they went to high school. 1100t of high school area" refers to those 
students who now live outside of the area where they received their 
high school training. Under the column "in Utah" is listed·all former 
students who now live in Utah. This includes those who live in the 
high school area wher~ theywere-trained, and those out of it, but 
who now live somewhere in the state. The column Itout of Utah" includes 
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those former all-day students who are now out of the state. 
'rile terms "now, and present" in this survey .refer to the status 
as of December 1938. 
The term II agricul tural group" used herein, refers to all of the 
vocational statuses in agriculture which are listed opposite the item 
numbers, 1 to 9, inclusive, in the column "present vocational status". 
The:- term "non-agricu! tural group" has reference to those occupational 
statuses listed opposite item numbers 10 and 11. in the column. "present 
vocational status". 
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METHOD or PROCEDURE 
Data Involved 
Individual Permanent Record Cards in Agricul ture. Individual 
permanent record cards for all-day students of vocational agriculture 
have been furnished free of charge to teachers of vocational agriculture 
since the program was started i,n the state. The data from these 
permanent records form the basis of this survey. A sample permanent-
record card is found in Appendix B. 
High School Permanent Records. Each high school in the state 
maintains permanent records upon which are recorded the student's name, 
high sChool, courses taken, grades, and a record of attendance. Data 
from these records were used in this study. 
Agricultural Teachers' Work !!. Posti~ Cumulative Records. Every 
vocational agriculture teacher in Utah is expected to keep the individual 
permanent records up to date. This practice is regarded as a regular 
pert of hi s work as a teacher. 
Extent of the Sampling. A totaJ. of'.9,14l living, former all-d~ 
students from 35 high school vocational agriculture departments is 
about one-half of all such students who have registered for vocational 
agriculture since 1918. Statistically this would be regarded as a very 
satisfactory sampling. 
Mr. HeDl7 E. Garrett(6) says that if there is a large and 
representative sample, standard and probable errors of means, sigmas, 
percents, etc •• measure adequately the stability of the calculated 
measure insofar as sampling fluctuations and variable errors of measure-
ment are concerned. 
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Survey Forms. The survey form used in the stu~ was designed 
by the Utah state direc~or of agricultural education. A sample form 
is included in Appendix E. 
Transfer Sheets. Transfer sheets used in compiling and con-
solidating the data from local departments were designed by the state 
director of agricultural education. These sheets made it possible to 
get totals from the 35 reports received. A sample transfer sheet is 
included in Appendix C. 
Method of Collecting Data 
Explanatio~ of Burve, ~ Vocational Agriculture Teachers. During 
the 1938 Future Farmer Convention held at the Utah State Agricul tural 
College in August 1938, the state director of agricultural education 
met all the teachers who later made reports for this study and who 
expressed a desire to cooperate in making the survey_ At that time 
survey forms were given to all of the teachers, and a great deal of 
time was spent in explaining the details for making the survey. All 
questions concerning the survey were answered, a hypothetical case was 
presented~ and the details were worked out in terms of the survey. 
Distribution of Survey Forms. General instructions which supplanted 
those given in August 1938, were mimrographed and sent out to ·the teachers 
on September 3, 1938. These instructions are shown in Appendix D. At 
this time additional survey sheets were also enclosed with the instructions. 
These forms are found in Appendix E. 
The date for returning the completed survey forms was January 1, 1939. 
The final date for. returning the.torms was March 1,1939. 
Bringing Permanent Records ~ to Date. Permanent record cards in 
vocational agr 1 cul ture are brought up to date once a year by agri~u1 tural 
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teachers. fbis is generally done by the teachers themselves during 
the summer months. It involves a check up of former students as to 
their residence, occupation, and the teacher's evaluation of the degree 
of success in the occupation. From the permanent office records of 
the sohool, the teacher obtains data on grades for all high school 
subjects. These are transferred to the agricultural permanent records 
of each individual student while he is enrolled in high school. A 
record card is made out· for first year agriculture students shortly 
after they enroll in the agricu1 tural course. 
When the present survey was begun, a number of teachers were 
somewhat in arrears in the matter of bringing the records up to date, 
necessitating considerable extra work before they could make their 
tabulations for the survey_ 
Me-thod Used !?z Teachers .!!. Making Reports. When the individual 
permanent record cards were brought up to date, the job of making the 
survey report was in many cases very exacting of the teacher's time and 
effort. One department reported 859 former students and another reported 
only 20 students. The average number of students reported per depart-
ment for the 35 departments was 279 students. 
In many departments the teachers solicited the help o~ the best 
students in their advanced vocational agriculture class and made the 
survey a unit for study in the course. Regular class time was devoted 
to making the survey and "the students worked under the teachers' direction. 
This method of tabulating the data was used in the maJority of the 
departments. 
In other departments the teacher did all of the work himself. In 
one instance the teacher and his wife worked on the survey an average 
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of two hGurs each evening for nearly three months. In other instances 
the secretary to the principal aided in tabulating data. High school 
students were assigned by the principal in a number of cases to aid 
in making the survey. 
When the survey was completed in each department, a statement 
accompanied the report signed by the high school principal and agri-
cultural teacher to the effect that the data were correct and accurate 
according to their best knowledge. A sample form of this statement is 
found in Appendix F. 
The making of the survey oreated a great. deal of local interest 
among some high school principals. teachers. and students who worked 
on it. One teacher reported it was the most interesting unit of class 
activity he had ever conducted in that it was very fascinating to the 
students and caused them to think seriously of their future occupational 
opportunity. From the standpoint of vocational guidance it accomplished 
some very worthwhile results among his students. A number of other 
teachers made similar comments. In a few instances. teachers questioned 
the value of the survey in the beginning but felt that it was valuable 
after they had completed it. 
Method ~~ COmPiling Tabulations Received from ~ Different 
Departments. When the surveys from the 35 departments were received 
by the state director of agriculture education, the data were listed on 
transfer sheets to get state totals. When the state totals were completed 
on the transfer sheets. these figures were posted on a final summary sheet 
for the state as a whole. 
RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 
T.he results and conclusions are listed in the following pages 
of tables. Conclusions and deductions are enumerated after each 
table. 
Table 1" Present voca"t1caal status of former al1-487 8tuden~s of' vocatiQD.al agricUlture' 
IIIC -
Percents based 
Total lllUllber em. 5150' Percent ,based Preset OCCUpatiOllal ~ 
of studet..in 0Jl. total 
Status former agricultural of 9141-
all-da7 occupations :romer 
students and 3991 in students 
" 
nan-agr1cultural 
- '..L·· nna , 
1. Owner and operator 1063 20.6 11.6 
2. lIaager of a farm for _other parv. 163 3.2 1 .• 8 3. Renter aDd operator of a tar.. 266 S.2 2.9 4. Partner ill a farm busiaess 
1 
( a) At home 1325 25.7 14.5 (b) Away from home 76 1.5 .8 5. Far.m laborer with specific wages 
(a) At home 355 6.9 3·9 (b) Away from home 370 7.2 4.0 6. At home with definite or indefinite allowance 748 14.5 8.2 
7· Oocupatio •• relat,sd to farming 387 7.') 4.2 8. 'Now stuclyiBg agriculture 1J1 college' 323 6.3 3.5 9. Profsa8ioaal agr1cultur. worker. l72 1.4 .8 
TM.AL m AGRICULTURAL OCCUPATIONS 51$0 100.0 56.3 o. Oocupations not related to farming 
(a) Professional, 392 9.6 4.3 (b) Mechanics 270 6.8 2·9 ( c) In business tor themselves 209 5.2 2 • .3 (d) ,Truck drivers, clerke, etc. 578 14.5 6.3' (e) Oommon laborers 14~8 35.8 15.6 (1') L. D. S. Missionaries 204 ,.1 2.2 (g) Othar 513 12.8 5.6 1. In college but not studying agriculture 397 9·9 4·3 ' 
TOTAL KNOWN' NON-AGRICULTURAL OCCUPATIONS 3991 100.0 43.7 
I 
F 
1 
GRAND TOTAL Qill 100 .. 0 
Owner and operator of farm 
Manager of farm of another party 
Renter and operator of a farm 
Partner in farm business at home 
Partner in farm business away 
from home 
Farm laborer with specific 
wages at home 
Farm laborer with specific 
wages away from home 
At home with an allowance 
Occupations related to farming 
Now studying agriculture in 
college 
Professional agricultural worker 
Professional 
Mechanics 
In business for self 
Truck drivers, clerks, etc. 
Common laborers 
L. D. S. Missionaries 
Other 
Figure 1. Occupational distribution of former all-~ students of vocationa~ agriculture in Utah 
• N 
\.J1 
I 
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.Conclusions Drawn .!!2!!. Table 1. The number of former all-day 
students in agricultural occupations in the present study is low as 
compared with most of the surveys listed in this stu~. The 56.3 
percent of former students now engaged in some agricultural occupation, 
as revealed in the present stu~, compares with 55.0 percent for Idaho, 
57.7 percent for Virginia, 63 •. 8 percent for New Jersey, 65.8 percent , 
for Illinois, and 89.2 percent for South Dakota. 
One in 12 of those now in agricultural. occupations are farm 
managers or renters. !.his ratio seems very low and ~ be caused by 
the fact that the percentage of farm tenancy in Utah is only 14 percent, 
as compared with 42 percent for the national average. 
Less than one in every 100 of the former students are now in 
professional agriculture ,work. This compares with one for every five 
who are in non-agricultural professional work. 
One in 12 of all former students are home with a definite or 
indefinite allowance. It can be assumed that this group is home in 
this status because of limited opportunity for it to get into some other 
more favorable occupation. It is also serious to note that over one-third 
of all those in non-agricultural occupations are common laborers • 
. 
The percentage of students now stu~ing agriculture in college as 
compared with those now in college not stndying agriculture is higher 
than for Idaho, which furnishes the only comparison available. 
""., 
'faJa.le 2. Ed: seaool attendance reoard of' tODler al.l-c1aT a:tud.enta 1. -Tooational a"r1.u~t.ur •• 
I :roaar allt . ------ - .&wrap 
day students one TWo ~.. J'our . 7tlfa'1l 
in , year- 'Year. years y-eara Qnl4uat.. ia 
voeat1onal o~ ~ euq onlJ' hip 
ricul ture . auoel, 
- _. -
-; ~ .... I III ~ Q)' G) c ! • I 41) I ~ f.l.t I2i 
1. OImer .a &perator or taDl r: 11.6. .82 'I.' 20.5 592 z.& a.. ...... er .t t'-.rm ~t .-'0:'her party 165 1~8 ,4, a. •• 107 $.5 s. Bent er ..... eperatO'l' of • t8l'.Bl 866 &.9 4" 11 .. 5 1.59 $.0 
". Plrttner 1m. tum. 'buaiD.e .. Ca) .At koM 14.5 112 8.5 '10 5' • S.a. (.) limy f'rca -- 7a .1 11 1.7. n I~. 1.1 I N 
15. :ram ~a borer w1 til ap80.1 it c wac- -..J 
(al ~ .. home :555 S.t 27 '1. 208 58. 3.S I (al IMa1 from. ILcaa S70 4.0 ,. 19. 1.1.0 4.:5. 2.a 
6 .. At hOJll8 Wi ttl. aa Iillo.anc. ! 748 8.2 108 14. 405 154. .~.l 
'1. Oeeuptions related totum1n.g D'l 4.2 60 Z20 .P~. 1 .. 1 
8. Jr._ at.dying agri culture in eolla ge S2S S.5 I 2 3l.8 9-8. 4..0 
9. P.ror-1onal agricultural worker 7Z, .8 4. 6' SS. S.9 
'fOUL IN AGBICUL'fUR.&L OCCUPATIONS 150 56~Z 524: 10. 15 3016 58. Z.I, 
10. Occupations not related to taraillS I 
Cal Prof'aaaional 392 4.4: 9 S48 as. Z23 S2. .. 3.8 
(bl lleehan1ca , a'7Q 2.9 21 ~M 60 •. lZO -is. 3.S 
t.l In Business for self ' 201 2.3 2i la. l38 66. 12 60. :5." 
(4) '!ruck driyera, clerka. etc.. : ~78 6.4 44 11-.6 sa, sa 60. S.C 
(el c....laborer. US 15.6 l\la 691 5SZ, "'0. 3.0 (t) L. D. S. m..sioDari_ ' 104 2.2 5 2. 171 1.5, 76. Z.s (gl Other . filS 5.6 5S 10. aH D7 46. 5.a 
11. In 00118g8 not atud71D.& agr1-eultura 9' 4.3 , 1. S'l6 3.i 
TOTAL KNOWN NON-J.GBICULTURAL OCCUPATIONS 9l. 4:5.'1 352 s. 12-. 21573 Z.3 
GEWID rOUL ,0 ,87' 9 .• 9 5589 6l.. '-"25 51 .• 5.1-
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High School Attendance !!. Shown .!! Table 2. As is indicated, ' 
the non-agricultural group had the smallest percentage ot school 
mortality. the highest percentage remaining in high sChool for four 
y-ears, and graduated students in larger percentages, than did the 
agricul tural group. 
These conclusions are s~own bY' the fact that 41.4 percent of -
the agricultural group dropped out before the fourth yea:r, as comp~ed 
with 35.5 percent for the non-agricultural group_ The number of high 
school graduates in the non-agricultural group was 56.9 percent, as 
compared with 47.7 percent for the agricultural group. 
In the agricultural group the professional agricultural workers 
and college students in agriculture had the best attendance record, and 
the farm laborers away from home had the poorest. In the non-agri-
'culture group the college students not stu~ing agriculture led in 
att,en.dance and· the common laborers were low. These results seem to 
indicate there is a high correlation between the length of high school 
attendanc~ and professional and non-professional status. 
-~- - -- ~--...-
- -
...... 
- -- - ------
... 
--
Former all-
d87 Sudeats 
in 
Preseat Ocoupat1oaal vocational' A I 82rleul tue 
Status .p .p 
"" 
fi Jot I Q) • 1 0 1 0 J..t J.l CD CD 
.. ~ P-4 Z Pot 
1. OWner ud operator o-r farm 1063 11.6 53 5.0 
2. Manager of farm ot 8llother party J 165 1.8 8 4.8 
3. Renter ad operator or a fe.m 266 , 2.9 7 2.6 
4. Partner 1a farm business 
(a) At home 1325 14.5 51 3.8 
(b) AW8':T from 110m. 76 .9 2 2.6 
5. Farm laborer with speC)lt~.() .. :wages. 
(a) At home '- 355 3.9 _ 13 3.7 
(b) Awe.y trom home 370 4.0 5 1.4 
6. At home 111 th u. allowance 748 8.-2 31 4.2 
7. Occupations related to far.miag 387 4.2' 18 4.6 
S. Now stu~1ng'agricu1ture 18 college 323 3·' 53 16.4 9. Professional agricultural worker 72- .8 9 12.5 
TO'l'.AL Dr AGRICULTURAL OCCUP.A!'lONS 5150 56.3 250 4.9 
10. OcCupations not .related to farming 
(a) Prof'ess10Jl.al 392 4·4 49 12.5 (b) lIechenl-cs 270 2.9 13 4.a 
(0) In bus1aessfor'self 209 2 • .,3 16 7.6 
Cd) 1ru,ck drivers •. clerks , etc. 578 6.4 26 4.! 
_( e) Common laborers 1428 15.6 30 2.~ 
(tl L~·· D. s. Missionaries 204 2.2 20 9.E 
(g) Ot·her 513 5.6 10 1.9 
11. In college BO.t $tud71ng agr1cu.l tura 397 4.3 61 15.4 
TOTAL KNOll'{ NON-AGlUClTLTORAL OCCUPAfiONS 3991 43.'7 225 5.~ 
GRAND roTAL 9l4l ~oo.o 475. 5.; 
-~ --- -- -- - -- -- . --- --- --~ -
-
Average grades 1B. all high Aver-
.school subjects age 
grade 
B. C D F s d~r'~ 
+:t .p ,.. .p ,.. ,.. i ~ ~ 
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Average Grades .!!. Shown !! Table l. The grade distribution of 
both the agricultural. and non-agricultural groups is skewed to the 
right in comparison with the normal distribution curve. The markings 
of the teachers indicate a higher percentage of Bt. and O's than in 
a normal distribution. 
The college students and professional workers are highest in 
scholarship, and the farm laborers and oommon laborers are lowest. -fhis 
indicates a high correlation between high school grades and ocoupational 
status with regard to the groups mentioned. 
The difference in high school grades between the agricultural and 
non-agricultural groups is so small as to have no significance. 
'.falll." nl-day .~c.t1onal agricUlture at~en4qee record. ot tormer stu4en.'. of' vocatioaal aar1cultur •• 
. -
~oraer all ... ~-4a7 ~oational agriculture attendance 
-7 stu_til .1.U1'ace 
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~ae.t Oo.upational ~.t1oD..l year ,-ears: yean years. ot years 
Statu. agriculture 01117 only only 
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Table ~ Indicates Attendance in All-Day Vocational Agriculture 
Courses. This table reveals that 78 percent of the non-agricultural 
group discontinued vocational agriculture courses after two years as 
compared with a 63 percent mortality for the agricultural group. Thus 
the 37 percent of the agricultural group which attended agricultural 
courses three or four years is a much better record than 22 percent 
for the non-agricultural group. 
It is significant to note that farm owners have the best 
attendance record with an average of 2.4 years. All former students 
in.the most desirable statuses in the agricultural group have an 
attendance record of two years or better. The L. D. S. Missionaries 
constitute the onlY' division of the non-agricultural group to exce,ed 
two years attendance in vocational agriculture. 
'The agricultural group had an average attendance record of 2.2 
years as compared with 1.8 years for the non-agricultural group and 
two years for the whole group of 9,141 former students. 
!hese results of all-d~ vocational agricul~ure attendance as 
shown in table 4 would, therefore, indicate that the agricultural 
group has the largest average attendance in terms of years in all-day" 
vocational agriculture eourses~ 
Table 5 Average grad •• in a11-tIay wcationalagriculture subj ects tor fttrmer students ot vooationalagricultuN_. 
Former al1- A.ur&g,e grades. in llOcat1onal ~: .. r-
cil.y' students • agrioulture aubjects ,~. in 
---.·.:Ie 
Present Occupational voo.a:t.1onal '~-~' 
.i. B a D l' '8 ~i·:r Status -lalP'ri lli!ulSure 11 j i i 1; ~ .po -1; j I I ~ I «> M J CD I ! ! I: ,C ! 0 0 J.i § ,.. '~ t. & CD ,. ~ ~ Poi 
1. OWner ami Operator of farm 106S ll.6 IS 8.8 421 ~9~8 43] 40.15 70 6.E 4e 4.3 '19 .. 2 
&. .... pr ot farm of another pert,. as 1_.8 18 'r.S 6Q f4L8 '11 45.0 13 7.g 7fl.6 
3. Beatar aDd operator of a farm 26& 2.i 20 7.5 95 ~.7 113 42..5 ~ 11.2 a 3.0 78.3 
4. Partner U. ta:ra blainaaa 
Cal ..... ~m. 1325 14..6 11' 8.1 409 30.9 4!lO 35.5 QJ. 6.E 40 3.0 201 15.~ 'l9.l. ('I.) ..,. tmm. hae 76 .9 & '.9 25 ~4.2 35 48,.1 7 9.2 2 ~.i 78.' ~. 'um laborer with. 'ape.ifie wages 
Ca-) 
"'" home 355' a.. I ~O 2.8 107 30.1. 15J 42.5 68 ~9.2 19 5.4 75.6 ('It} Jaay trc& home 370 4aCl 28 '.6 Qn 25.7 158 42.7 62 ~6.7 27 7.: ft5.1 
6. A.t .... w1 tll an al1owano. 748' 8.2 5l. 6.8 245 3,a.8, 297 39.7 61 8.2 37 4.9 57 7.6 '1-8 .. 1. 
.,~ OoeuPlt10J18 related to fa_iDS 387 '-.2 2., 6.9 114 29.5 157 40.5 53 P.3.7 36 92 76.1 
I.. lJDw Btlld7:inc apioulture in co-llep 323- 3.fS '5 [21 .. 2 178 55.1 62 19.2 6 1.9 2 .6 85.0-
9. P.reh.81onal agricultural worker 7~ .e 25' :54.'1 37 51.~ 10 13.9 g,.!. 
toTAL IN AGBIcm:rmw, OCCUPATIONS 5150 5&.3 461. 9.Q 1'198 34.8 1955 $.0 !L61 9.0 215 4.2 280 5.0 '18.' 
10. Occupatiou .ot nlated to t.w1J1& 
tal Prof ••• ional 39& 4.6 em 8l..' 19' 50.3 100 25.5 8 2.0 2 .5 84.0 (It) Mechanics. 270 & •.1 18 10.4: 91 3&.6 100 37.0 30 ~1 .. 2 13 4.8 78 .. ' Ce) In lat.ain •• s tor •• If 209 21.3 as ll.O '1V 37.8 87 41.6_ 12 5.a 8 3.8 79.4 
(d) '!!ruok trl'Utn. elerka. ate. 578, &.4 '-I 1..1 232 -l&.l 223 38.6 32' 5.5 34 5.i 10 1.8 N'.O {al Ccmaou laborva 1428 lJ5 •• 18 4.1 412 U.S 610 42.7 ~78 ~J5 :HI 10.0 2.7 1.9 75.1 (r) L. m. 8. llisai OBara. 2.04 2.2' -M. 16 .. 1 9S 45.'1 59 28.9 Ii 2.55 4_ L~ 9 4.4 8& •• 
(g) Other 51.S 5.6 2!5. 4.8 162- 31..6 2Q6 40.2 56 10.9 63 12~ 1_ .2 'lll •.• 
ll. In college not atud7iBg agriculture 3.9'1 4..:1 106 2.'1.2. 1.'l9 45~1 80 20.1 l~ 3.3 7 1.7 10 • 2.5 ".5 
TOTAL DQ'IN lfON -AGlUOULTlTRAL OCOOPJ4IIONS 3991 .41.7 4Q8 10.3 1453 K.4 ~465 ~ 6.7 334 8.4 274 6.2 57 : 1.4 'f8.1 
9R&ND Tar.AL 914l. 100.0 869 ' 9.5 3157 35.6- ;5420 ~7.4, 795 8.7 lag 5 .• _Z 31., ~ 3---D. lm..!l. 
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Conclusions Drawn !.!:.2! Table,2_ There is indicated a high 
correlation between the high average grades of professional workers 
and college students in the agricultural and in the non-agricultural 
groups. It is significant, too, that the farm laborers and common 
laborers have the lowest grades in their respeotive groups. 
The average grades in agricul tural courses are higher than the 
average grades in all high school subj ects for both the agricultural 
and non-agricultural groups. This may indicate that agricultural 
teachers give higher marks than did high school teachers in general, 
or it m~ indicate that the group is a select one from the standpoint 
of interest and scholarship. 
Here aga~n the difference between t~e average grades of the 
agricul tll.ral. group and the non-agricultural group is too small to have 
significance. 
Table 6 College attendanoe in the school of agriculture for former all-day students of vocational agriculture 
Former all College attendance in school 
-!lay: -AtlldEUl' of-a~icu1 ture Average 
Present Occupational 
Status 
in One Two Three years 
vooational year years Y,ears. Graduates attended 
agricultur only, only, only, 
1. Owner and operator of farm 
2. Manager of farm of another party 
3. Renter and operator of a farm 
4. Partner in farm business 
(a) At home 
(b) Away from home 
5. Farm laborer with specific wages 
(a) At home 
(b) Away from home 
6. At home with 8~ allowance 
7. Occupations related to farming 
8. Now studying agriculture in oollege 
9. Professional agricultural worker 
TotAL Il~ AGRICULTURAL OCCUPATIOnS 
f..t 
Q) 
.0 ~ 
~ 
Q) 
o 
F-t 
CD 
P1 
13251 14.5 
76 .9 
355 
370 
748 
387 
323 
72 
5150 
3.9 
4.0 
8.2 
4.2 
3·5 
.8 
56.3 
10. Occrupations not related to farming 
(a) Professional 392 4.4 
(b) Meohanics 270 2.9 .. 
(c) In business for self 209 2.3 
(d) Truck drivers, olerks, etc. .578 6.4 
(e) Oommon laborers 14,28 15.6 
(f) L. D. S. Missionaries 204 2.2 
(g) Other 513 5.6 
F-t 
CD 
1 ~ 
27 
7 
7 
55 
4 
6 
19 
7 
119 
3 
251~ 
7 
9 
4 
17 
14 
16 
10 
~ 
CD 
o 
F-t 
CD 
P-t 
2.5 
4.2 
2.6 
4.2 
1.1 
1.6 
2.5 
1.8 
36.8 
4.2 
l~. 9 
1.8 
3·3 
1.9 
2.9 11 
1.0 
7.8 
1.811 
S-t 
(I) 
~ ~ 
35/ 
5 
5 
35 
2 
2 
2 
13 
10 
113 
1 
223 
6 
8 
3 
11 
14 
21 
5 
~ (I) 
() 
F-t Q) 
P-t 
3·3 
3·1 
1.9 
2.6 
2.6 
.6 
1t6 
1.8 
2.6 
35.0 
1.4 
4.3 
1.5 
~.o 
i.4 
, 1.9 
1.0 
10.3 
1.Oil 
F-t 
CD 
.c ~ 
9 
2 
9 
10 
3 65 
5 
103 
3 
1 
4 
3 
5 
1 
~ 
CD 
o 
F-t 
Q) 
Ilt 
.9 
.B 
.7 
1.3 
.7 
20.2 
6.9 
2.0 
.8 
.5 
.7 
.2 
2.5 
.3 
F-t 
CD 
.0 ] 
A 
14 
8 
1 
13 
26 
55 
117 
74 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
6 
1: 
Q) 
o 
F-t 
CD p.. 
1.3 
.6 
.1 
3.4 
8.0 
76.4 
2.3 
18.9 
.7 
1.0 
.4 
.1 
.5 
1.2 
2.0 
1.4 
1.6 
1.7 
2.0 
1.3 
1.2 
1.8 
2.7 
2.0 
3.8 
2.1 
3.6 
1.7 
2.1 
1.8 
1.7 
2·3 
2.1 
11. In college not studying agriculture 397 4.3 
TOTAL nrown NOl1-AGRICULTURAL OCCUPATIons· 3991 1.~3. 7 77 1.9 68 1.71 17 I .4 I 89 I 2.21 2.4 I II 
GRA1ID TOTAL ,9141 100.0 T31 ~.S 291 '3.~ 120 J 1.'31 2061 2.~1 2.2 
I 
\.H 
-.I 
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Oonclusions Drawn~ Table &. College attendance in school 
of agriculture supports the following conclusions. Twice the per-
centage of students in tht agricultural group attended college, and 
only half as many of those who attended graduated as did the non-
agricultural group. Two out of six of the non-agricultural group who 
entered college in the school of agriculture were graduates, -as compared 
with one out of six of the agricultural group. \ 
This may indicate a greater initial interest in agriculture on 
the part of the agrleul tural group, but a larger sustained interest 
on the part of the non-agricultural group_ The cause of the higher 
mortal! ty in the agricultural group is not revealed in this study; 
however, it is expected that urgency of work on the home farm may have 
oontributed to this difference. 
!he fact that former students now in agricultural pursuits went 
to college in the school of agriculture to the extent of only one out 
of ever" seven seems to indicate a general non-interest on the part of 
this group' in stu~ing agriculture in college. The low percentage of 
the attendance of the non-agricultural group would be expected. 
The very low college attendance on the part of farm laborers 
and common laborers indicates that on the whole these groups have little 
interest and ability in a college eduoation, as shown by their low high 
school grades. On the other hand. the stu~ indicates that if a person 
wants to get into profeSSional agricultural work, a college education 
is necessBr7, as is indicated that eight out of every nine of these 
workers had some college work 'in agriculture. 
Table 7. College attendance other than in the school of agrimllture for former all-day, students of 
vocational ngriculture • 
Former a1l- College attendance other thB,n 
i:ia.y s tuxients schnol of al"riculture 
in One Two Three 
Present Occupational vocational year years years Graduates 
Status agricul ture Jlllly onlv ' onl~r .p .p .p .p .p 
F-t ' s:: 14 s:: 14 S::. J.t s:: F-t s::1 Q) Q) CD CD Q) Q) Q) Q) (I) (I). 
l t) 1 () § 0 ~ 0 ~ 0 H J..t J.I J..t J..t CD CD Q) Q) CD At ~ p., :z; Ilt ~ Pt ~ Pt 
1. Owner and operator of farm 1063 11.6 17 -.1.6 14 1.2 5 .5 2 .2 
2. Manager of farm of another party, 165 1.8 7 4.2 3. 1.8 1 .6 
3. Renter and operator of a farm 266 2'.9 2 .8 
4. Partner in farm business 
(a) At home 1325 14.5 46 3.5 15 1.1 7 .5 5 .4 
(b) Away, from home 76 .9 3 .4 1 .1 
5. Farm laborer with specific wages (a) At home 355 3.9 7 2.0 5 l.l~ 1 .3 (b) Away from home 370 4.0 1 .3 
6. At home with an allowance '748 8.2 13 1.7 6 .9 1 .1 1 .1 
7. Occupations related to farming 387 4.2 9 2.3 15 3.9 1 .3 5 1·3 
S. Now studylng agriculture in oollege- 323 3.5 
9. Professional agricultural worker 72 .8 5 6.9 1 1.4 
TOTAL IN AGRICULTURAL OOOUPATIONS 5150 56.3 110 2.1 59 1.1 16 .3 14 .3 
10. Oocupations 'not related to farming 
(a) Professional ' 392 4.4 18 4.6 23 5.8 . 16 4.1 101 25.8 
(b) Mechanics 270 _2.9. 8 3.0 15 5.5 . 5 1.9 15 5.5 
(c) In business for self 209 2·3' 13 6 •. 2 16 7.7 4 1.9 7 3.3 (d) Truck drivers, clerks, etc. 578 6.4 28 4.8 17 2.9 6 1.0 8 1 •. 5 
(e) Common laborers 1428 15.6 24 1.7 16 1.1 6 .4 7 .5 
(f) L. D. S. ~iisslonaries 204 2.2 6 2.9 18 8.9 6 2.9 6 2.9 
(g) Other 513 5.6 20 3.9 16 3.1 15 2.9 . 7 1.4 
11. In college not study.ing a,gricul ture 397 4.3 156 39.3 145 36.5 59 14.9 37 9.3 
TOTAL nroWN NON-AGRIOULTURAL OCCUPATIONS .3991 43.7 273 6.8 276 6.9 117 2.9 188 4.7 
tl'R A 'tim If' orp At. q141 100.0 ~g~ 4.2 ,~t) ,.7 l~, 1.5 202 2.1 
~verage 
years 
attende d 
1.8 
1-.5 
1.0 
-- , -
1.6 
1.5 
1.5 
1.0 
1.-5 
2.1 
1.2 
1.7 
3.3 
2.6 
2.0 
1.9 
1.9 
2.3 
2.2 
1.9 
2.3 
2.1 
I 
.\.It 
"f 
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.College Attendance other .!!!.!:! ~ School of Agriculture is 
Shown .!! Table I. The non-agr~cultural group shows a four to one 
greater college attendance in fields other than agriculture, 'than 
does the agricultural group. This indicates a high correlation between 
~he type of college.work pursued and subsequent occupational status. 
The low percentage of attendance of farm laborers and common 
laborers in college other than the school of agriculture correlates 
with the low attendance in the school of agriculture for these oc-
cupational groups. 
As was the case of cQllege attendance in the school of agriculture 
for professional agricultural workers, so it is with college attendance 
other than the school of agriculture for non-agricultural professional 
workers; the percentage of attendance is high. 
In conclusion, the deduction can be drawn from the above figures 
that college attendance (school of agriculture and college attendance 
other than the school of agriculture) is ~eatest with those in non-
agricultural occupations; 27.7 percent of this group attended college 
one or more years as compared with 17.4 percent for the agricultural 
group. The percentage of college attendance for the agrioultural and 
non-agricultural groups was respectively as follows: One year only, 
7.1 percent and g.7 percent; two years only, 5.4 percent and 8.6 per-
cent; three years only, 2 percent and 2.6 percent; and graduates, 
2.5 percent and 6.9 percent. These figures indicate that the non-
agricultural group had the best record of college attendance, year by 
year, as well as graduating larger proportions than did the agri-
cuI tural group. 
It indicates further that college attendance mortality is greatest 
-41-
in the first year. 
In the agricultural group for every seven persons who entered 
college, only one graduated. In the non-agricultural group one 
graduated for ever" four who entered. Thus the total mortality in 
college attendance for the agrioultural group was nearly two to one 
greater than the non-agricultural group. 
Of the 9,141 former students, 21.9 percent went to college one 
year or more-, and 20.4 percent of those who went to college graduated. 
In round numbers one in every five of all former students went to 
college one year or more and one in every five who entered graduated. 
- ~ 
-
~ 
.1!' 'IlL - ::M.. - - -- - -.." 
--
Former all~ 
day. students 
in 
Present Occrupational vocational agric:mlture 
Status ~ 
J.t J:I Q) (I) 
1 0 F-f (J) 
~-~ - ~ p.. 
1. Owner and op~rator of farm 1063 11.6 
2. Manager of farm of another party, 165 1.8 
3. Renter and operator of a farm 266 2.9 
4. Partner in farm business 
(a) At home 1325 14.5 (b) Away, from home 76 .9 
5. Farm laborer with specific wages 
(a) At home 355 3.9 (b) Away, from home 370 4.0 
6. At home with an allowance 748 8.2 
7. Occupations related to farming 3B7 4.2 
8. Now study_ing agricul ture in oollege 323 3.5 
9. Professional agricultural worker 72 .8 
TOTAL IN AGRICULTURAL OCCUPATIONS 5150 56.3 
10. Occupations not related to farming 
(a) Professional 392 4.4 
(b) Mechanics 270 2.9 
(c) In business for self 209 2.3 (d) Truck drivers, olerks, eta. 578 6.4 (e) Common laborers 1428 15.6 (r) L. ·D. S. Missionaries 204 2.2 
(g) Other 513 5.6 
11. In college not st~vlng agriculture 397 4.3 
TOTAL KlTOWN NON-AGRICULTURAL OCCUPATIOUS 3991 1~3. 7 
GRAND TOTAL 
-- -
9141 . 100.0 
~~- .- . 
tional aericult 
-
-- - '-- ~ - .- ... -~ --,-.-,_. -- - - --. --.,--
Kind of Projects 
Livestock Poultry, Orops 
~ .~ ~ J.t J.t s:t J.t 
CD (I) CD (I) Q) CD 
i tJ .0 tJ ] () F-f ~ J.t F-f CD (J) Q} ~ Pt Pt i"'i Ilt 
1002 46.7 176 8.2 988 45.1 
179 54.1 35 10.6 117 35.3 
243 46.7 53 10.2 224 43.1 
-1448 52.0 216 7.7 1123 40.3 
60 38.0 21 13·3 77 48.7 
. 197 41.9 64 13.7 209 44.4 
' 259 ;44.5 45 7.7 278 47.8 
762 52.2 131 9.0 566 38.8 
312 48.1 64 9.9 . 272 42.0 
417 53.1 81 10·3 288 36.6 
94 58.8 12 7.5 54 33.7 
h973 49.5 898 8.9 4176 41 •. 6 
253 44.9 81 14.4 229 40.7 
205 49.0 58 13.9 155 37.1 
155 49.8 45 14.5 III 35.7 
433 11-8.9 III 12.6 341 38.5 
953 50.1 272 14.3 677 35.6 
207 1J.6.8 70 15.9 165 37·3 
325 41.6 129 16.5 327 1.1-1.9 
302 50.6 95 15.9 200 13.5 
2833 48.0 861 14.6 2205 . 37.4 
7~o6 49.0 175I '11.0 _9381 40.0 
Total 
Number 
of 
~rojects·".' 
2166 
, 331 
520 
2787 
158 -
470 
582 
1459 
648 
786 
160 
10047 
563 
418 
311 g85 
1902 
442 
781 
597 
5899 
15946 
-- -
Average 
Number of 
Projects 
per 
Student 
2.0 
2.0 
1.9 
2.1 
2.1 
1.5 
1.6 
1.9 
1.7 
2.4 
2.2 
24!O 
1.4 
1.6 
1.5 
1.-5 
1.3 
2.2 
1.5 
1.5 
1.4 
I.I 
I 
+" 
If' 
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Interpretations Drawn !.!E!! Table!. lot is important to note that 
the agricultural group completed two projects per student as compared 
with 1.4 project~ for the non-agricultural group. This ~ indicate 
greater agricultural vocational interest on the part of the agricultural 
group. The exact cause of this difference, however, is not revealed in 
the study-. 
The. fact that bo th the agricul tural and non-agricul tural groups 
completed about the same percentages of l~~estoCkt poultry and crop 
projects indicates that "kind of project" is not significant in 
relation to vooational status. 
The high correlation between the low number of projects completed 
among the farm laborers in the B€ricul tural group and the common 
laborers in the non-agricul tura! group is significant. 
Table 9 Total number of projects completed by. former all-MY, student,s of vocational agriculture 
HU • ____ >___ ___ _ . __ -__ 4 __ _ 
Present Occupational 
Status 
1. Owner and o:r:e rator of farm 
2. Manager of farm of another party. 
3. Renter and operator of a farm 
4. Partner in farm business 
(a) At home 
(b) Away from home 
5. Farm laborer with specific wages 
(a) At home 
(b) Away from home 
6. At home with an allowance· 
7. Occupations related to farming 
8. Uow studying agriculture in college 
9. Professional agricultural worker 
TOTAL IN AGRIOULTURAL OCOUPATIONS 
10. Occupations not related to farming 
(a) Professional 
(b) Mechani cs 
(c) In business for self 
(d) Truck: drivers, clerks, et,c. 
(e) Common laborers 
(r) L, D. S. Hissionaries 
(g) Other 
11. In college not study~ng agriculture 
~OTAL KN01~~ NON-AGRICULTURAL OCCUPATIONS 
GRAUD TOTAL 
Former all Total 
day student 0 
in ne or Three or ,_Five or 
Four Six 
Average 
lio 
vocational Two 
Lrun-icult.ure '-_P.-'!5~j_ El_cJfJ ___ L._:E'roj ects I Proj ects 
Percent 
of 
Projects IProjects 
.;r.nml AtM 
J..t 
Q) 
~ ~ 
1063 
165 
266 
1325 
76 
355 
370 
748 
387 
323 
'72 
51;0 
392 
270 
209 
578 
1428 
.204 
_ 513 
397 
3991 
-;:; 
CD 
o 
J..t 
CD 
Pot 
11.6 
1."8 
2.9 
f.t 
Q) 
~ ~ 
550 
101 
193 
14. 51' 817 
.9 50 
3.9 
4.0 
8.2 
4.2 
3.5 
.S 
56.3 
4.4 
. 2.9, 
-~;~3 
6.4 
1-5.6 
2.2 
5.6 
4.3 
43.7 
234 
30l 
587 
270 
191 
44 
3338 
261 
171 
136 
399 
1005 
127 
404 
270 
2773 
~ 
Q) 
() 
J..t 
Q) 
P-t 
J..t 
Q) 
.0 
! 
51.7 274 
61.2 43 
72.6 62 
61. 71 410 
65.8 20 
65.9 73 
81,4 55 
78.5 140 
69.7 90 
59.1 100 
61.1 16 
64.8 1283 
66.6 
63.3 
65.1' 
69.0 
70.4 
62.2 
78.7 
68.0 
69.5 
69 
72 
49 
106 
242 
62_ 
82 
73 
755 
1.1 
G) 
o 
H 
Q) 
Pt 
25.8 
26.0 
23·3 
30.9 
26.3 
20.6 
14.8 
18.7 
23.3 
31.0 
22.2 
24.9 
17.6 
26.7 
23.4 
18.3 
16.9 
30.4 
16.0 
18.1~ 
18.9 
J..t 
Q) 
.0 ~ 
95 
12 
10 
78 
5 
7 
9 
10 
17 
27 
5 
275 
9 
11 
7 
26 
89 
13 
21 
26 
202 
9141 JI00.0 J 61111 66.912038 i 22.J1417 
~ 
Q) 
o 
~ 
Pt 
J..t 
Q) 
p 
~ 
8.9 144 
7.3 - 9 
3.8 1 
5.9 
6.6 
2.0 
2.4 
1.3 
4.4 
8.4 
6.9 
5.3 
2.3 
4.1 
3.3 
4.5 
6.2 
6.4 
1+.1 
6.5 
5.1 
20 
1 
41 
5 
11 
10 
5 
'7 
254 
53 
16 
17 
47 
92 
2 
6 
28 
261 
~ 
Q) 
o 
J..t 
Q) 
p., 
... 
13.6 86.4 
5.5 94.5 
.3 99.7 
1.5 98.5 
1.3 98.7 
11.5 
1.4 
1.5 
2.6 
1.5 
9.8 
5.0 
13.5 
5.9 
8.2 
8.2 
6.5 
1.0 
1.2 
7.1 
6.5 
88.5 
98.6 
98.5 
97.4 
98.5 
90.2 
95.0 
86.5 
94.1 
91.8 
91.8 
93.5 
99.0 
98.8 
92.9 
93.5 
5.2J 515 J 5.61 94.4 
I 
f 
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Deductions ~ Table.2.. The agricultural group had 95 percent 
of its number complete one or more projects as compared with 93.5 
percent for the non-agricultural group. 
No significant correlation can be determined between the per-
centages of projects completed among the two groups. This is also 
. true of the number of projects completed per student in each classifi-
cation of the two groups. 
It was rather unexpected to find the low' percentage of project 
completion among the farm owners and operators, especially in view of 
the fact that this group had the highest percentage of completion of 
ttfive or more projects" per student. 
Table 10 Present residence of former all-daZ. students of vocational agriculture 
Former 811- . 
A_ t d t' Present ~', s u en s 
. in In High Out of In Out of 
vocational School High School Utah Utah 
Present Occupational 
agri cul ture Area Area 
Status 
1. Owner and operator of farm 
2. Manager of farm of another party. 
3. Renter and operator of a farm 
4. Partner in farm business 
(a) At home 
(b) Away from home 
5. Farm laborer with specific wages 
f..I 
Q) ] 
",",-. 
1063 
165 
266 
1325 
76 
.(a) At home 355 
(b) Away, from home 370 
6. At home with an allowance 748 
7. Oc~pations related to farming . 387 
8. Now studying agriculture in college 323 
9. Professional agricultural worker 72 
TOTAL IN AGRICULTURAL OOOUPATIONS 5150 
10. Occupations not related to farming 
(a) Professional '. 392 
(b) Mechanics 270 
(c) In business for self 209 
(d) ~ck drivers, clerks, etc. 57S 
(e) GQmmon laborers 1428 
. (f) . L. D. S. Missionaries 204:1 (g) 'Other 513: 
11. In college not studying agriculture 3971 
TOTAL KNOWli NON-AGRICULTURAL OCCUPATIOl 3991 
.p 
s:1 
CD 
o 
~ 
I1t 
11.6 
1.8 
2.9 
f..I 
G) 
p 
! 
854 
146 
202 
14.511218 
.9 54 
3.9 286 
4.0 202 
8.2 698 
4.2· 255 
3.5 161 
.8 22 
56.3 1~098 
t~.4 167 
2.9 151 
2.3 126 
6.4 332 
15.6 925 
2.2 -0-
5.6 272 
4.3 199 
43.7 2172 
~ 
CD 
() 
fa 
I1t 
~ 
i ~ 
80.3 209 
88.5 19 
75.9 64 
91.9 107 
71.1 22 
80.6 69 
54.6 168 
93.3 50 
65.9 132 
49.8 162 
30.6 50 
79.6 1052 
42.6 225 
55.9 119 
60.3 83 
57.4 246 
64.8 503 
-0- 204 
53.0 241 
50.1 198 
54.4 1819 
.p 
s::t. 
CD 
() 
~ 
CD 
p.. 
19.7 
11.5 
24.1 
8.1 
28.9 
19.4 
45.4 
6.7 
34.1 
50.2 
69.4 
20.4 
57.4 
44.1 
39.7 
42.6 
35.2 
100.0 
47.0 
49.9 
45.6 
GRAND TOTAL' 9141~ 100.016270 I 68.612871 I 31.4 
~ 
CD 
~ f2i 
146 
156 
245 
1289 
61 
327 
292 
710 
324 
301 
46 
4697 
280 
216 
152 
471 
1230 
-0-
314 
354 
3077 
7774 
~ 
s::t 
CD () 
'"' CD Pot 
80.0 
94.5 
92.1 
97.3 
80.3 
91.1 
78.9 
94.9 
83.7 
93.2 
63.9 
91.2 
71.4 
80.0 
72.7 
81.5 
86.1 
-0-
72.9 
89.2 
77.1 
f..I (I) 
~ :z; 
117 
9 
21 
36 
15 
2S 
78 
38 
63 
22 
26 
453 
112 
54 
57 
107 
198 
204 
139 
43 
914 
85.0 11367 
"t; 
CD () 
J..i 
CD 
flt 
11.0 
5.5 
7.9 
2. 7 l:-
19.7 ?' 
7.9 
21 .• 1 
5.1 
16.3 
6.8 
36.1 
B.g 
28.6 
20.0 
27.3 
18.5 
13.9 
100.0 
27.1 
10.·8 
22.9 
15.0 
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Conclusions Concerning Present Residence!!!! Shown ~ Table lQ. 
!nere is a high correlation between the present residence and occupational 
status. as 1s indicated by the fact that 79.6 percent of the agricultural 
group are at present in the local community as compared with 54.4 percent 
for the non-agricultural group. The same is true of residence in the 
state; 91.2 percent of the,agricultural, now live in the state,-as co~ 
pared with 77.1 percent for the ,non-agricultural group. This means 
that a larger percentage of the agricultural group is living in the 
local community and in the state, than is true with the non-agricultural 
group. 
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SUMMARY 
(1) Agricultural leaders, school admini~trators and others interested 
in Utah farm youth have asked numerous questions concerning the vocational 
status of former all-day students of vocational agriculture. The state 
director of agrioultural-education and vooational agricultural teachers 
found it difficult to answer these inquiries objectively with available 
data. This condition led to a survey of former all-day students in Utah 
by 35 vocational agricultural teachers in cooperation with the state 
direotor of agricul tural. eduoat-ion. 
(2) The survey included 9,141 living former all-day vocational 
agriculture students who had taken one or more all-d~ courses. Students 
included in the survey had graduated or, discontinued from high school 
between the years of 1918 and 1938 inclusive. 
(3) A. total o'f 56.3 peroent of former al.l-~ students of vocational 
agriculture are in agricultural occupa.tions; 43.7 percent are in non-
agricultural occupations. 
(4) The non-agrioul tural group had the smallest percentage of 
mortality in high school courses. the highest percentage remaining in 
high sohool for 4 years. and graduated students in larger percentages 
than 'did the agricul tural group. A total of 11 in 20 of the non-agri-
cul tural group were graduates as compared wi th 9 in 20 for the agri-
cuI tural group. 
(5) The difference in the grades in all high school subjects of 
both groups is so little as to be oonsidered of no significance. The 
grades in both groups are negatively skewed when compared with a normal 
distribution. 
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(6) About two in every five of the agricultural group had three 
or four years of vocational agricul ture as compared with about one in 
five for the non-agricultural group. The average years of attendance 
in vocational agriculture for the agricul tural. group was one-fourth 
greater than for the non-agricultural group. 
(7) There was no significant difference in grades between the 
two groups in all-day vocational agricul ture courses. On an average 
the grades in these courses are higher than the grades in high school 
subjects. 
(g) The .,gricultural group had the best college attendance record 
in the school of agriculture with an average of one in seven of all those, 
now in agricul 'bural occupations at tending one or more years as compared 
wi th one in 16' for the non-a&ricul tural group. The non-agricultural 
group graduated two in six of those who entered as compared with only 
one in six for the agricUltural group_ 
(9) The non-agricultural group shows a five to one greater 
attendance record in a percentage basis, in college other than the 
school of agriculture than does the agricultural group. On the whole, 
one in every five of the 9,141 former students went to college (agri-
cultural and non-agricul.tural) one year or more and one in every five 
who entered, graduated. 
(10) The agricultural and non-agricultural ,groups completed about 
the same percentage of livestock, poultry, and crop projects. The agri-
cultural group completed three projects per student for every two in the 
no n-agri,cul tural group. Farm laborers and common laborers completed 
the least number of projects per student of any of the occupational 
divisions of the groups. 
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(11) The percentage of project completion was about the same 
in each group. Farm owners and operators had the highest percentage 
completing five or nine projects per student, but the lowest peroentage 
of total project oompletion. 
(12) A total of six in seven of all former all-~ students are 
in Utah, one in seven having left the state. Of the agricultural group, 
16 in every 20 now live in the high school area where they received 
their a11-~ instruction; four in 20 are out of the high school area; 
nine in every 10 are in Utah and approximately one in 10 have left the 
state. The non-agricultural group has 11 in 20 of its number in the 
high school area; nine in 20 out of the area; approximately three out 
of four in Utah and one in four have left the state. 
(13) The former all-day students now in agricultural occupations 
number 11 in 20 as compared with nine in 20 for those now in non-agri-
cultural occupations. The agricultural group graduated from high school 
in smaller percentages comparable gra.des in all high school subjects; 
attended vocational agricultural courses longer; has equal. grades in 
vocational agriculture subjects; attended college in smaller percentages; 
completed more productive enterprise projects and lives in the high 
school area and in the state in longer proportions than does the non-
agricu1 tural group. 
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APPENDIX A 
RECOMMENDA~IONS FOR IMPROVEMENT II UTAH'S AGRICULTURAL PROGRAM WITH 
REGARDS TO: 
Number of Students !'!!.2. Should Register for Vocational AgricuJ. ture 
The fact that nearly half of former students of vocational agri-
culture are now following occupations other than agriculture would seem 
to indicate that either a substantial group of students registered for 
agriculture without an interest in the subject or that the interest of 
students for a specific vocation at that age is no criteria as to what 
vocation they will follow. There is reason to believe that registration 
for agriculture is not a1w~s a result of interest in the subject. Heavy 
mortality from year to year. lack of pre-vocational or tryout courses, 
and a limited number of electives would support this contention. 
Furthermore. it is known that in some of the smaller schools all boys 
had to take agriculture to secure a full load for registration. 
In the light of all consideration it would seem advisable to 
offer more pre--vocational work" in agriculture in the junior high. school 
and set up an effective counseling program which would limit registration 
in vocational agriculture to those who want it, need it, and can profit 
by it. 
~ of Agricultural. Program 
This stu~ indicates that 48 percent of former all-~ students 
ot vocational agriculture and 52 percent of all former students now 
in agricultural occupations did not graduate £rom high school. This is 
less than the graduation percentage for all the students in the high 
schools involved in this survey. Need for help on the farm may be a 
contributing factor to this difference. 
It would seem that young men following such a complex occupation 
as farming with less than a high school education and less schooling 
than the average high sChool students in rural schools receive. will 
need end should have post-high-school training. Such training in 
vocational agriculture is provided in the Utah State plan. Little 
work has been given thus far to such post-high-school, part-time 
courses. More emphasis may properly be given to this type of instruction 
in the future. 
College Attendance of Former Students 
The survey indicates that one out of every five of former aJ.l-day 
students of vocational ~iculture attend college one year or more, and 
one out of every five who attend are graduated. While college work in 
any amount may- be very- beneficial in many respects, it would seem that 
this mortality is very high. Perhaps many students are entering college 
who are not capable of doing college work. 
More guidance in the matter of college attendance is undoubtedly 
needed. 
Kinds of Projects 
Inasmuch as there is nothing in the surv8.1 to indicate that 
"kind of project" shows any positive correlation with occupational 
status, no definite recommendation can be made in this regard. other 
than to s~ that the agricultural group completed 33 percent more projects 
than" did the non-agricultural group. 
In view of this fact, it may be desirable for agricultural teachers 
to give more emphasis to proj ect work as a means of stimulating a 
. vocational interest in agriculture. 
Total. Number of Projects Carried ~ Students in ~ School 
It would seem that the percentage of students completing only one 
or two projects in both the agricultural and non-agricultural groups is 
high. Approximately two out of ever" three students completed only one 
or two projects. 
Every effort should be made in the program to increase the number 
of projects per student. This is especially significant when' it is 
observed that the farm owners and operators were the occupational group 
which had the highest percentage of its number completing five or more 
projects. 
Placement 
As has been stated earlier in this study, the large number of 
former students at home with a definite or indefinite allowance and 
the alar.mingly high percentage of common laborers offers a Challenge 
to vooational agricultural teachers in the matter of placement and suc-
cessful establishment in far.ming. 
Much more attention neea~ to be given in the vocational agri-
culture program in Utah to help vocational agriculture students get 
successfully established as farm owners either in the state or in 
surrounding states. The large numbers of former students in the above 
mentioned vocational statuse~ indicates that the program should be 
s·trengthened with respect to emphasis on placement. 
Residence 
On different occasions addresses have been made in public to 
the effee·t that three out of every five of the rural youth in Utah are 
leaving the rural communities. !he present stu~ indicates this is not 
the case with former all-day students of vocational agricul~re. Two 
out of three of this group remain in the high school area where they 
received their training, and four out of five of those at present in 
agricultural occupations are tod~ in the local high school area. 
In view of these facts it would seem that greater emphasis 
should be given in the vocational agriculture program to local agri-
cultural problems and methods of their solution. This fact also gives 
emphaSis to the idea that more consideration should be given to part-
time courses in agriculture on a post-hig~school level for these young 
men remaining in the rural communities. 
APPENDIX B 
P·orm V~16 
I.OCAL IDOB SCHOOL RECORD, Of' VOCATIONAl. AGRlCULTUIIAL STUDENT (5. H.) i, 
. NaJDe of Pupll_ •.•. _ ....................................................... _ .••••.... _ .. _ ...•.......... __ Date of Birtb. •••••• _ •• __ •••• _ ..•••••• ~_._ ..•.. _ .. _ ... _._._ .... _ ... --............. - .....•.... -~-
Name ~. School..:. ........ _ ...... ___ ._ .... ___ .~ ....•.. _ .... ___ •. ______ .-__ ... _ ... ____ ........ .Locatlon .... _ ......•.•...•... _ ..... __ ... ___ . __ ... _ ....... _ ....•. _ •• _ •.....•.. ·.··· .... ~ .. Utah 
Name of Parent. .......... _._ ....................................... _ .................................... _ ... _Oc~patlon of Parent. ... -.-. ... _ .•.•.... __ ....••.••...............•.•. - ....•............••.. ~ .. _ .•. ,., 
" . 
Date Admitted to High SC~ooL .. _ .............•........ _ ..... ~ ............... __ ........ _ .. .Age When Admitted to High SchooL._ .....................••• __ .......................... _. 
EVENING SCHOOL Kind and Scope of Net y .... ill Project Profit 
PRBVOCATIONAL 
19 
19 
19 
19 
19 
19 
Subject Studied 
Courses In Vocational 
Agriculture (S.H.) 
No. Lessons 
Pinal ,,~:r1Yte3::de .,' Total Credit Barned In 
Grades In '. V catioa 1- Voc. A r. and Parm 
Agricuiture I SubJecu· 'Shop, Inc'uclin9 Project 
Total Credit ,I 
Eamed 1n.1I 
Other Subjecu 
Summary ef HIgh School Record 
VOCATIONAL 
Date of 1eavIDg High SchooL ........... _ ..........•.. _ ............•.......... Did he ,graduate __ .......... __ .. .No. of years attending High SchooL ......................... . 
No. of years studied Voc. Agr ............................. Type of College entered (Agriculture. Art, etc.) ........................... _ ........ _ ....... _ ....... _ ................. .. 
REMARKS: .......................................................... _ ........ _ ... _ .............................................................................................. _ ............ _ ........... _ ... _ .... _ ............... . 
"'_ ... I!!io._.iiII ..... ___ ._ ........... _ .... __ ....... _ ....... ___ .................. ____ ... ___ ............ _ ................... __ ........ _____ •••• _ ........................ __ .................. ____ .... _. __ .. "'._ ••• _ ....... _ .......... _._ ........ _ ..... _41 •••• _____ .... __ .. ___ .. __ ............ ~._ .. _. __ - ....... tII ... __ • 
, . 
•••• '._ ...... ____ .. _ ......... _ ... _ .. ___ .. ___ .............. _. ____ ......... _ ................ _ .......... '!!!I ....... ~ __ "' __ ~ ...... _ •••••••• _ ••• ~* ••• _______ .. _____ .... _.-_._ ... _. ___ .... _ ... _._ ••• _ ••••••• _ ....... IJ!!I~ .. _ ••• ; ••• _ ••• _ ....... ______ • ___ • 
•• ----___ ........ ___ ._ ........ _ ... __ .......... __ .................... iII._ .. _ ...... _ ..... _ ............. _~ .. _____ .IJ!!I .... _ •••• _ .... __ • __ .. ____ ....... _ ••• _ ...... " ....... __ .......... "" ........ _ ................................. ___ .... _____ .............................. _ 
2114-5·]5 (See oppoalte alele for IUhaequa.t record ·of above named atu.deat) 
'r----' --------~~-
-
-' 
RECORD AFTER LEAVING IlIGH SCHOOL 
, 
. 
Vocation Chosen Addreu Degree of Success Continued Interest in Interest III Civic Year in Vocation School Affain ' Affairs 
19 
19 
19 
" 
19 
~ ,4~-
,19 ,~ '\> 
'1 
19 • 
19 
I 
19· 
19 
19' 
19 
19 
_~_. R 
19 ". . ~ I 
-, . 
1· 19 
.- , ~~. ' 
APPENDIX C 
SURVEY OF FORMER voe. AGRI. 3TODENTS 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Ix n I:., I~ hR IE 1'1 ~8 19 f!)< 21.1C Z3 124 ~5 ~ ~7 i9S :;><. 1:"1 I:., I~ 
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L. Owner and Operator of Farm I 
2. l&mager 01 Farm of Another Party l I.f 
3. Renter and Operator of Farm r 
4. Partner in a Farm Business 
ttl) At Home 
(b) Away trom Home \ 
5. Farm Laborer with Speci1"ic Wages 
(a) A~ome i 
b Away from Home II 
o. At Home with Def. or Indet. AllQwance II 
7. occupations Related to Farming . I~ 
8. Number now studying -Agri. in College .,. 
9. Professional Agricultural Workers -, 
Sub-Total 
10. Occupations not related to Farming 
a Professional , 
b Mechanics 
c In busines~ for Themselves 
d Truck Drivers t Clerks, etc. 
e OODlDOn Laborers 
f L. D. S. Missionaries ( 
:g Other 
ll. n College but not studying AAri. 
Sub-Total 
Total 
~2.. Deceased 
" 
, .. 
" 
. " 
. 
~3. Unknown ~ - . - .< :: < 
GBAND TOTAL . , 
. < 
APPENDIX D 
" 
INS'mUCTIONS FOR l4AKDlO SURVEY OF VOCA'l'IONAL STATUS OF· 
Fom.t!B SI'O'DUfrS or VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE 
heets were given to all teachers on August 19,1938 during the Annual 
F.F.A. Convention) 
~ ....... " ... nUCTIONS 
ent record cards will first be brought up-to-date by the vocational 
tural teacher pr by others under his personal direction. ; 
rds will then be segregated into 13 groups according to the 13 occupa-
groupings of the survey sheet, 
4.5 and 10 of the score card are then subdivided into (a), (b). (c) 
s is indicated. 
4' 'All 0 the grOups ara.. ~,n subdivided into peri.od grouptngs according to ~ 
year he student left 1i&& s:oJlO01. The first, subdivision or period group 
will, therefore, 'betor the years .1918 ... 1922; ~hc second 1923-1927; the third 
1928- 932 and the fourt'h 1933"1938, 11' voc&tional agriculture work were star1i-
ed in your high scpool "ih 1924 ybu are 6nly co~cerned with subdividing the 
·cards into three gtou~s. if it Were started in 1929 only two groups will 
be yo concern; et~~ keep in mind this survey is one ot FORMER STUDENTS 
AND ES NOT CONCmN ITSELF WITH STUDENTS WHO ARE NOW IN HIGH SCHOOL.. The 
date n tM permanent record card which reads: "Date on leaving high school"' 
is tb. date used tor the grouping. Present occupational status means the 
occup tiOD engaged in now (September -:- December 1938) 
5. Work ut each item completely as you progress with the report. lor eX(!lnple: 
If th re are 20 Owners and Operators ot Fnrm~, work out completely the data 
on It m A- "High School Attendance" befor·.:.~ you start on Item B- "Average 
Grade ot Subjects in High School". T~lun complete B before you start on 
C. at • 
6. In de ~r.mlniDg everage grades in percent, figure A as equaling 95. B equal-
ing 8 , C equaling 75, .D oqualing 65 and F equaling 5,). You can generally 
dete ne at ~ gl:·.Tlc,,~ on t rte pl~r:nan0nt !'l:cord c~lrd whether the student is 
anA tUdent. B student, C student, etc. If there are 20 farm owners the 
figur s you put down in columns 1~J 11, 12, 13 and 14 should total 20., 
7- Colle e attendance in the School of Agriculture may. be the Schools ot Agr1-
cult e, Agricultural Economics or Forestry. If e student attends two quar-
ters r more in one year, consider it a year., If he attends only one quarter 
do no consider it. 
8_ e attendance other than agriculture is attendance 1n any school o~her 
he Schools of.Agriculture, Forestry und Agricultural Economics. 
9~ an individual in any occupational group if the major part of his time 
nt in that oClcupation. For example; Jobn Jones owns and operates a 
e farm seven months of the year and is a common laborer tor five months, 
He 1s listed in our survey as an owner and operator. O~~er and operator is 
furth r defined as one who operates the farm and has paid for it in full or 
only n part. A farm is considered such it it is more than three acres. 
10. Under tem 4- "Partner in a Farm Bus1ness~'f111 in the lines (a) and (b) 
and no line 4 itself. The word partner indicates that the individual assumes 
some 0 the managerial and operative responsibility himself and shares in 
the re urDB with another. either on the home farm or away from home On the 
farm 0 anot her. 
11. Item. 5 "Farm. Laborer with Specific Wages" is not filled- in but Items 5 (e.) 
At HOm and 5 (b) Away trom Home are both filled in. 
12. Item 6 "At Home with Definite or Indefinite Allowance" refers to those yoUng 
IIleD wh work on the home ff!rm not for specific wages but are given an -allow-
ance 0 definite or indefinite mnount. 
13. Item 7 "Occupo.tions Related to Farming" refer to such occupations as the 
follo ng: 
Livestock buyers 
Stock yard attendants 
Sheep herders 
ForGst servioe workers 
S011 Conservation " 
(non-civil service) 
" " 
It 
14. Item 8 itNbmber now studying agriculture in College", a.nd Item II-uln College 
but no StUdyi'ng Agriculture" refers to those who are following these pur ..... 
suits s of September to December 1938. 
15. Item 9 .Profess1onal Agricultural Workers" refers to such occupations as the 
tollo ng: 
Vocntional Agricultural Teachers 
County Agents 
College ?rofessors in Agriculture 
Agricultural Field men for Commercial Companys 
Forest Service Workers (Civil Service) 
16. _ItOccupations not related to Forming" should not be filled in but 
(a) to 10 (g} ~r~ filled in. Under Itom 10 (g) Other, list any who 
do not tall into Itemslo TartO TO (f) incluslvC'. Item 10 (u) Professional, 
1ncl as such occupations as teachers, laWyers a.nd doctors. ltd'!} 10 (c) In 
Busine s for Themselves, includes such occupetions '1.) merchants,- service 
statio owners, etc. I 
17. u plense make a brief start on the survey by September 25, 1938. If 
s anything you do not underatand please let me know immediately so 
October 1st the survey may go on without interuptions. 
18. he material 1s completed by five year periods it is summarized on the 
heet of the summary on wh1c~ is written: Totals 1918-1938 
19. The wo king copy of the survey is kept tor your tiles and the second copy 
is sen to the State Department on or before January 7. 1939 • 
. nent record cards are now off the press., If you need some please 
or them •. 
21. of N.Y.A. help Will be sent to you from time to time. Make the 
greate t possible use ot aDJ help trom this source, but remember it is under 
your 1 ed1ats and personal direction as tar as the-work on the surve,v 1s 
coneer ed .. 
22. To be t any va~\1e t~. sur'(cy must be f.ccurate. ~ !l0t guessr, 1 t <lest·roys the 
validi r e.nd \lSefulness of the s~ey, . 4. 
23. A cert ficat10Il s:tlee't whioh indicates tllat the -survey is accurate and co~ct 
will b sent to you fo~.your s1gnature during the month of December. 
24. Check ver the detail~ of t~e survey ~th your principal and superintendent. 
Discus with t"em tbe pO$stb111ty of N.Y.A, help, If there is serious objec-
tion t making the survey or to usina N.Y .A. help in making 1 t on the part 
of yo pr1nc"ipal or superintendant, please let me know of it. 
APPENDIX 11 
3chool~ __ ~~ ______ ~ __ ~ __________ __ 
Yr. Voc. Agri,. was sturted~ _____ _ 
VOC. AGRl. IN3T.,~---=--_______ _ 
Years on Present ~ob 
------------------DATE~ ____________________________ ___ 
Survey of Years 19 ___ to 19 • 
PRESENT OCCUPATIONAL Sl'ATUS OF FOIMER 
VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE STDllENTS: 
Period· Years. 
2 
1. Owner and Operator of };l"arm 
2~ Manager of Farm of Anothor Party 
~ Renter and Operator of Form 
4. )artner in 0. Farm Business 
a At Home 
b} Away from Hollie 
5. arm Laborer with Specific W"uges 
6. ,t Home with nef. or Indef.Allowunce 
7. ccun:::.ttons R&lc.tod to Ftlrming 
b Mechanics 
f L. D. S. Missionaries 
~g Ot-her 
11. n Oolle.&e but not studyin.K .Agri. 
12. Deceased 
13. nknown 
Totals 
Average 
5igh School Grades of 
Attendance Subj .. in H.S. 
A _(B) -
i-\.verc:g<:l (.iP ... .l.C b 8 Klnd. 0 ... .Lo1i.No. 
High 3ch. Grades in College a\ttendanc projects Troj. present 
Voc .. Agri VOC. Agri. AttendancE o~her Ccrried Resi-by stu. 
AttendanCE Subj.in H.S Sch.of' Ag. than Ag. Total in H.S. dence 
c} (D) E} I F G} (H) _( I) 
APPENDIX F 
CERTIFICATION 
SURVEY OF VOCATIONAL STATUS OF FORMER STUDENTS OF VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE 
(To accompanY surve.r form to State Office on or before January 1, 1939) 
Post Office Address. ________ _ 
Date ____________________________ __ 
Mr. Mark Nichols 
state Director of Agricultural Education 
223 state Capitol Building 
Sal t Lake 01 ty, utah 
Dear Mr. Nichols: 
Enclosed is the completed survey of the vocational status of former 
students of vocational agriculture in high school. 
I certify that the data contained in this surve.y is accurate and correct. 
Signed T 
Vocational Agriculture Instructor 
I have examined the data contained in the survey above mentioned 
and to mf knowledge it is correct. 
Signed~ __________ ----____________ _ 
HighSchool Principal 
I 
·1 
· '" 
.1 
